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Meeting Summary 
	

ATTENDEES: S. Bakkegard; S. Crowley; P. Hollenbeck; J. Kepros, MD; K. Michalski;  
L. Pascoe; J. Paull; M. Simmons; K. Smith; L. Smith; and M. Reynaert.  
 

CALL TO ORDER 

Mr. Simmons, Co-Chair, called the meeting to order at 9:32a.m.    
 
 
CONTENT DM PRODUCT DEMONSTRATION 

Mr. Simmons introduced Ms. Lisa Adams and Ms. Michelle Phipps from OCLC who joined the 
meeting via teleconference to provide an overview of OCLC’s Content DM software.  It was 
explained that Content DM is a program that assists with organizing digital content (including 
audio and video files) that is searchable, downloadable, and easy to use.  OCLC hosts data on 
their servers and currently provides their software to 2500 institutions, with 69 million digital 
items. In addition to organizing content, the software also has the capability to support kiosk type 
displays and web accessibility.  It was noted that various levels of privacy and download 
protections can be established for content as needed/specified by the client.  It was also noted 
that two libraries (located in Norfolk, VA and Cleveland, OH) have developed kiosk displays 
and are sharing their template for web design. The web capability includes the option to crowd 
source meta data from the community.  Several examples were provided, and questions were 
addressed throughout the presentation.   

At the conclusion of the presentation, the Committee thanked Ms. Adams and Phipps and the 
teleconference was concluded.  Members were asked to send any further questions to Mr. 
Simmons.  Mr. Simmons will work with the vendor to determine pricing based on storage usage 
and will provide this information at a future meeting. 

 
CASE FOR SUPPORT 

Ms. Reynaert provided a draft Case for Support and Pledge form for the Committee’s review.  It 
was noted that cost and budget information for the various stages of the project will be essential 
information for potential donors.  It was suggested that the final proposals from Xhibitz and 
OCLC will be starting points to build the project cost projections. The Committee was asked to 
review the draft and send their proposed edits to Ms. Reynaert.  The Case for Support will also 
be revisited at the next HSC meeting. 

 
NEW BUSINESS/ADJOURNMENT 

HSC members were reminded of the next regularly scheduled meeting to be held on May 8, 2019 
at 9:30 a.m.  There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 10:30 a.m.  


